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I. “Arm’s length principle”

• The Law* introduces the concept of an “arm’s

length” principle, which is in line with the best

international practices.

• This principle applies to controlled transactions (see

below) made on conditions that are different from

those which would be made between unrelated

parties in comparable transactions.

• The tax authorities are empowered to adjust profits

of the Ukrainian party of a controlled transaction to

the level that would be earned by an unrelated party

in the comparable transaction, and tax this profits

accordingly.

II. Controlled transactions

• The following transactions are controlled from 1

January 2015:

- Business transactions that have an impact on

taxable profits, with related parties non-

residents of Ukraine;

- Sale of goods through non-resident

commissionaires;

- Business transactions that have an impact on

taxable profits, with residents of jurisdictions

determined by the Cabinet of Ministers of

Ukraine (CMU) on the following criteria:

 states (territories), where the Corporate

Profits Tax (CPT) rate is less than the

Ukrainian rate by 5 percentage points;

 states, which do not publicly disclose

information regarding ownership structure of

legal entities;

 states, which do not have international

agreements with Ukraine containing

provisions on exchange of information.

• A business transaction between related parties

through a non-related intermediary is considered to

be controlled, if such intermediary does not perform

significant functions, does not use significant assets

and does not bear significant risks in respect of such

transactions.

• TP rules apply for both CPT and VAT purposes.

However, the law specifies the list of controlled

transactions for CPT purposes only. Therefore, there

is an uncertainty on what transactions will be

controlled for VAT purposes.

• The above transactions are controlled, if the value of

all transactions with the same counterparty exceeds:

- UAH 1 million (net of VAT), or

- 3% of the taxpayer’s annual taxable income,

provided the total annual taxable income of the

taxpayer and/or its related parties exceeds UAH

20 million.

• The following transactions are not subject to TP:

- all other transactions except those listed above;

- transactions in which prices are subject to state

regulation;

- transactions subject to mandatory valuation (if the

TP methods cannot be applied);

- transactions in which prices are determined by

auction (if such auction is obligatory by law);

- transactions on forced sale of collateral.

III. Related parties

• In addition to the existing criteria for related parties,

the following new criteria are introduced:
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Significant changes to the Ukrainian
Transfer Pricing (TP) rules became effective
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Further to our previous communications,
below we summarize these changes.

(* ) The Law “On Changes to the Tax Code of Ukraine in

respect of improvement of tax control on transfer pricing”

N0 72-VIII dated 28 December 2014



• If the taxpayer uses a TP method other than CUP,

he is obliged to disclose to the tax authorities the

profitability level of all related parties, which

participated in the sale-purchase chain of such

goods (till the first non-related party).

• It is obligatory to use the arm’s length range of

prices (profitability) when several comparable

transactions are available. However, the

requirement to use at least three comparable

transactions when determining a range has been

excluded.

• If a price (profitability) in the controlled

transaction is out of the “arm’s length” range, the

median of the range should be used to assess the

tax liabilities of the taxpayer.

• The procedure of the price (profitability) range and

the median calculation will be set by the CMU.

V. Sources of information

• Use of “official sources of information” for TP

purposes is no longer required.

• The following sources of information can now be

used:

- information regarding comparable transactions

of the taxpayer as well as his counterparty with

non-related parties;

- any publicly available sources of information

which provide information on comparable

transactions.

VI. TP documentation and reporting

requirements

• Taxpayers who performed controlled transactions

during the reporting period should file an annex to

the CPT return, which contains information about

the performed controlled transactions.

• All taxpayers with controlled transactions with one

counterparty exceeding UAH 5 million (net of VAT)

should file a report on controlled transactions by

May 1 of the year following the reporting year. The

format of the report should be introduced by the

State Fiscal Service of Ukraine.

• All taxpayers performing controlled transactions

should have the TP documentation.

• The TP documentation should be submitted upon

the request of the tax authorities within 1 month

after receiving the request.

• TP documentation should be prepared only in

Ukrainian. It can be prepared in any format (either

one document or a set of documents), but should

contain the established list of information, which

by substance, remains the same as previously, with

minor clarifications. 3

- A company is considered related to a company or

an individual, if the latter lends or guarantees a

loan, or provides financial aid to this company in

the amount exceeding it’s equity by 3.5 times (10

times for financial institutions and leasing

companies).

- The chain of legal entities is considered related if

shares owned by each entity in the next legal entity

in the chain exceeds 20%.

• The percentage of ownership of the legal entity or an

individual in a legal entity is calculated as the sum of:

- The percentage of shares owned by such legal

entity or an individual, and

- The percentage of shares owned by the related

parties of this legal entity or the individual.

• To define the percentage of ownership it is necessary:

- to multiply the percentages of ownership in case of

indirect ownership through one chain;

- to sum up the percentages of ownership in each

chain if there are several chains of ownership.

• Direct or indirect state participation in the legal

entities does not make these entities related per se.

Such entities can be recognized as related based on

other criteria prescribed by the Tax Code.

• On the basis of the facts and circumstances the tax

authorities may prove in court that one legal entity or

individual performed practical control over the

business decisions of other legal entities and as a

result, recognise such entities as related.

• In addition, the taxpayers may recognise themselves

as related parties with their counterparties based on

circumstances not explicitly prescribed by the Tax

Code.

IV. Transfer pricing methods

• The Law does not change the list of TP methods. The

comparable uncontrolled price (CUP) method remains

the priority method.

• If there is an equal reliability of the “resale price”

method or the “cost plus” method as well as the net

profit (margin) method or profit split method – the

first two methods are given priority.

• Special rules for determination of market price for

certain types of commodities traded with residents of

low tax jurisdictions are excluded from the Tax Code.

• The CUP method should be applied for cross-border

transactions with commodities quoted on commodity

exchanges. This applies to transactions with residents

of jurisdictions, determined by the CMU. The list of

the commodity exchanges for each group of goods will

be established by the CMU.
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VII. TP audit procedures

• The submission of the report on controlled

transactions is now a ground for a TP audit in

addition to other criteria prescribed by the Tax

Code.

• The tax authorities cannot conduct more than one

TP audit of each controlled transaction during one

calendar year, although other (non-TP) tax audits

may be conducted during this period.

• The duration of a TP audit cannot exceed 18

months. Every 6 months of the TP audit the tax

authorities should update the taxpayer with the

status of the TP audit. The duration of the TP audit

may be extended for an additional 12 months if

information has to be received from foreign tax

authorities or expert examination or translation has

to be conducted.

• During the TP audit the tax authorities are now

entitled to interview employees of the taxpayer

and/or its related parties.

• The statutory limitation period for TP assessments

was extended to 2,555 days.

• All other provisions in respect of a TP audit remain

the same.

VIII. Advance pricing agreements

• Procedures for conclusion of advance pricing

agreements (including unilateral) have to be

adopted by the CMU.

IX. Penalties for non-compliance

• The Law establishes the following penalties for non-

compliance with TP rules:

- 3% of the controlled transaction value – for the

failure to file TP documentation (limited to 200

minimum salaries (UAH 243,600) for all

controlled transactions);

- 5% of the controlled transaction value - for the

failure to declare the controlled transaction in

the report on controlled transactions;

- 100 minimum monthly salaries (UAH 121,800) -

for failure to file (or late filing) the report on

controlled transactions.

X. Coming into force

• The new rules came into force on 1 January 2015.

First reporting in accordance with these rules is due

in 2016.

• The report on controlled transactions for 2014

should be prepared based on the TP rules effective

before 2015.
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